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WHY IS GEOKALK VALUABLE?

1. Based on soil tests and with the help of our forensic soil experts,
we determine the most cost-effective solution for your farm at a
field level, so that you will not be using an unnecessarily large or an
unhelpfully small amount of GEOKALK lime fertiliser. On demand,
we prepare a multi-annual liming programme aligned to the crop
rotation. We analyse the results at the end of the year, together
with our partners.

1. It has an impact on the soil, and as a result of the large-scale
application of the material, a larger amount of nutrients than the current
need of the plants is added to the soil
2. It changes soil characteristics (water utilisation, soil structure) in a
positive way
3. It can supply several years of the crop's Ca needs
4. You can count on a long-term effect (up to 2-3 years)
5. This quick lime fertiliser dissolves without residues
6. It does not have a burning effect and can be applied directly on the crop
7. By increasing the pH value, it improves the life of the soil and the
release of nutrients
8. It facilitates nitrogen uptake and increases the efficiency of fertilising
9. It is a cost-efficient Ca fertiliser for intense farming
10. It inhibits salinisation
11. It is available and can be ordered at any time of the year
12. It keeps for an unlimited time with appropriate storage

2. GEOKALK calcium supplement material can be applied with
most manure spreaders. However, there are special equipments
to ensure ideal utilisation of lime fertiliser, too. GEOKALK's expert
team will also help you organise the application.
3. Please request a quote since we calculate individual terms for
each customer, taking the shipping distance and the quantity into
consideration. This results in a fair estimate, where you will not
have to pay for the shipping costs of other customers – you will
pay exactly the amount needed for us to send you the product.
4. The net price of the GeoKalk depends on the destination of
transport and the quantity of order. For proper unique price, please
contact us.

GEOKALK can be applied on any kind of soils and crops!
Due to its large active surface, it can also be used for meliorative and maintenance liming.
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